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FORGING THE COMMUNITY: EXPLORATIONS OF
MEMORY IN TWO NOVELS BY JES ‹US MONCADA
Jes‹us Moncada’s third novel, Estremida mem›oria, is—as the title suggests—an
exploration of human memory. The narration revolves around the reconstruc-
tion in the 1990s of certain important events which had supposedly taken place
in 1877 inMequinensa, the town ofMoncada’s birth. A fictionalized version of
Mequinensa had already formed the setting for his first novel,Cam‹§ de sirga, and
provided a secondary setting and reference point in the second, La galeria de les
est›atues.More importantly, explorations of memory are also a constant feature
of these works. Moncada seems especially interested in the way that the people
of close-knit communities construct stories—or even myths—of themselves
as a collective, using tools such as rumour, gossip, unfounded assumptions,
autobiographical memory, selective amnesia, and the consensual creation of
versions of events which may or may not be strictly accurate in their detail.
In this article I concentrate on two of these three novels, Cam‹§ de sirga
and Estremida mem›oria, mainly because the community of Mequinensa is the
primary focus in each case. Although the two novels are separate entities, the
common and internally consistent setting means that it is possible to talk about
Moncada’s fictional portrayal of the people of Mequinensa without drawing
strict boundaries between texts. In many ways, the fictional re-creation of the
real town of Mequinensa has been the most-discussed aspect of Moncada’s
work, resulting in commentaries which seem incapable of looking beyond this
‘myth’ of Mequinensa. In turn, this has led some critics to accuse Moncada of
indulging in a conservative nostalgia which is out of step with the realities of
contemporary Catalan life and culture. We can perhaps find an explanation for
this criticism in the fact that, as George Wotton has pointed out, the current
Western trend is to place the individual at the centre of art and literature and
to marginalize social concerns:
By placing the private and spiritual life of the individual at the centre and locating
social and material life at the periphery, a distorted mirror image of social relations is
produced in which the ‘spiritual values’ of the bourgeoisie appear to sustain the material
edifice of society. Any writing which springs out of the social life of a particular group,
 Cam‹§ de sirga, 2nd ‘Llibres de Butxaca’ edn (Barcelona: Magrana, 1995); La galeria de les
est›atues, 1st ‘Llibres de Butxaca’ edn (Barcelona:Magrana, 1995); Estremida mem›oria (Barcelona:
Magrana, 1997). In page references below, Cam‹§ de sirga and Estremida mem›oria are abbreviated
as CS and EM respectively.
 See KathrynCrameri, ‘The Location of Myth inCam‹§ de sirga by Jes ‹us Moncada’, Journal of
Iberian and Latin American Studies, 8 (2002), 41–54, for a detailed exploration of the role of myth
in Cam‹§ de sirga. This study of Moncada’s use of myth is intimately related to the present article
on memory, but unfortunately there is not space here to provide specific links between the two
discussions. One overlapping aspect concerns the tensions between conservatism and progress in
Moncada’s work (see the end of the present article).
 See Enric Bou, ‘Jes ‹us Moncada: A World Saved by Literature’, Catalan Writing, 10 (1993),
61–63; Isidor C›onsul, ‘Geografies m‹§tiques’, Lletra de canvi, 31–32 (1990), 8–12; Josep-Anton
Fern›andez, ‘ ‹Es realment just i necessari: reflexions sobre l’estat de la cr‹§tica’, Lletra de canvi, 24
(1989), 16–18; Josep M. Llur‹o, ‘Tend›encies de la narrativa catalana dels vuitanta’, in 70–80–90:
literatura, ed. by ›Alex Broch and others (Valencia: Edicions 3 i 4, 1992), pp. 113–39.
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whether of gender, class or race or any combination of these, is automatically perceived
as peripheral.
According to Wotton, this kind of writing can constitute a threat to dominant
ideologies because it ‘emphasizes the real complexity of social life’ and thereby
‘recomplicates what ideology strives to simplify and fragments the unifying
myths of national identity’ (p. 213).
My contention is that Moncada’s novels participate in the process which
Wotton has outlined, because they lay bare the mechanisms by which strong
communities are forged, in both senses of theword. We are shown how the com-
munity constructs collective memories of itself in order to provide a story of
the town which will be handed on to future inhabitants. This process is clearly
conditioned by the image the town already has of itself, based on memories
which have been agreed among past generations. In this way, the townspeople
are continually shaping the narrative which gives coherence to their commu-
nity. However, it is also made clear that the resulting narrative is inherently
fraudulent: the image the community creates for itself is a forgery designed to
provide the people of Mequinensa with a more noble, dignified, and unified
collective oral history than is warranted by the events themselves.
In Cam‹§ de sirga, Moncada uses the destruction of Mequinensa in the early
1970s as a springboard for the narration of episodes from its history. This
includes an exploration of the processes by which tales are told, distorted,
disputed, and finally absorbed into the collective consciousness. He deliberately
highlights questions regarding the veracity of these tales, going out of his way to
emphasize the fundamental untruth of many ofMequinensa’s collective stories.
InEstremida mem›oria, a similar kind of exploration is carried out, but in a more
focused way, since virtually all the narration relates to one specific series of
events in 1877. On their way back to Casp, a tax collector, his mule driver, and
his guards are attacked, three of them are murdered, and the money they had
collected from the people ofMequinensa is stolen. Four men fromMequinensa
are arrested and tried, and are rapidly found guilty and sentenced to death. The
executions of three of them take place in Mequinensa itself; the fourth criminal
never makes it back to Mequinensa as he is shot en route, allegedly for trying
to escape. Di·erent perspectives on these events are provided for the reader,
mainly through the stories which the town has maintained since the event, the
private memories of Ulisses de Roda, passed down to his grandson Arnau,
and the discovery of a chronicle of the events written by Agust‹§ Montol‹§, who
was the scribe at the original trial. In both novels, in fact, the perspectives
of di·erent observers—whether characters or narrators—are vital in calling
into question the veracity of the town’s collective memory and the motivations
behind its formulation.
The purpose of this article is therefore to examine Moncada’s exploration
of the processes by which the people of Mequinensa formulate and remember
the stories which give them their collective history and identity, in order to
show that his treatment of the issues has a wider relevance beyond the simple
 George Wotton, ‘Writing from the Margins’, in Peripheral Visions: Images of Nationhood
in Contemporary British Fiction, ed. by Ian A. Bell (Cardi·: University of Wales Press, 1995),
pp. 194–215 (pp. 194–95).
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fictional re-creation of a lost world. Bruce Ross has said that ‘It has become
a truism that poets know more about memories than psychologists do’, and,
although I have no intention of trying to prove Moncada’s superiority in this
respect, it is certainly enlightening to examine the coincidences between his
intuitive representations of collective memory and psychological and sociolo-
gical theory. I shall therefore begin with a brief overview of certain aspects of
autobiographical memory and their relevance to Cam‹§ de sirga before moving
on to a detailed analysis of the role of collective memory in Estremida mem›oria.
Many people would be surprised to find that one of the principal functions of
memory is, it seems, to play tricks on us: to convince us that we have an accurate
recollection of episodes from our own past when in fact our memory is usually
flawed, and in fundamental respects.upsilonaspertilde With longer-term autobiographical me-
mories, it is generally true to say that, while the broad outline of the event may
be accurately remembered, details are often—if not usually—misremembered.
This normally does not mean that we actively make things up, rather that
we cannot distinguish between the event as it happened, our private feelings
and thoughts on it at the time, our subsequent re-evaluations of the meaning
of the event, and our present assumptions about what such an event should
have meant to us or would mean to us if it happened today. Even ‘flashbulb’
memories, or vivid recollections of highly significant events as if the scene
had actually been frozen in the mind, are just as likely to be inaccurate in
their details as other types of autobiographical memory, despite their apparent
vividness. Such memories are, however, less likely to be forgotten than other
types of memory.
Cam‹§ de sirga provides us with many fictional examples of this problem
of accuracy in autobiographical memory. One especially illuminating instance
concerns a vivid memory belonging to Carlota de Torres in which a falsely
remembered detail tells us a great deal about her mental and emotional state
at the time of the event and her subsequent interpretations of the meaning
of the event in relation to her own life. One day in 1971 she is reminded of
a concert given by the local band to celebrate the declaration of the Second
Republic in April 1931. As she replays the memory, the sound of a trombone
stands out clearly from the rest of the instruments: ‘recordava el so del tromb‹o
amb nitidesa’ (CS, p. 141). However, the narrator tells us that this part of the
memory, however vivid, is false:
Malgrat la justesa amb qu›e la senyora Carlota de Torres creia situar-lo en l’espai i en
el temps, era sens dubte un record traspaperat, potser procedent dels concerts anuals
amb qu›e la banda, llogada pel pare, festejava aniversaris i onom›astiques de la fam‹§lia
Torres al peu de la balconada del sal‹o perqu›e, la nit evocada per la senyora, no tocava
cap tromb‹o a la banda. (CS, p. 141)
Carlota has inserted a detail which is perfectly consistent with the majority
 BruceM. Ross,Remembering the Personal Past:Descriptions of AutobiographicalMemory (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1991), p. 3.
upsilonaspertilde Alan Baddeley, Human Memory: Theory and Practice, rev. edn (Hove: Psychology Press,
1997), p. 310; Martin A. Conway,AutobiographicalMemory: An Introduction (Buckingham:Open
University Press, 1990), p. 9. See also David C. Rubin, Scott E. Wetzler, and Robert D. Nebes,
‘Autobiographical Memory across the Lifespan’, in Autobiographical Memory, ed. by David C.
Rubin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), pp. 202–21.
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of times when she had heard the band play; this process is well known to
experts on memory, who have found that when a remembered event is part of
a series which was familiar and repeated, we are unable accurately to separate
out any specific occurrence of that event and instead tend to create composite
memories. However, this misplacement of the trombone also tells us something
significant about the emotional impact of that day in 1931. Carlota belonged to
one of the wealthy upper-middle-class families which controlled the economy
of Mequinensa, and therefore the declaration of the Second Republic was a
potential threat to her family’s position and safety. The trombone is associated
with much happier times during the period of prosperity brought by the First
World War (we are told that no trombonist had played in the band since then).
Inserting the trombone into the memory from 1931 takes the edge o· the
discomfort caused by the political and social situation of the time and makes
the memory much more pleasant. It also reinforces her own status within the
town by subtly subverting the ‘message’ of the declaration of the Republic:
the trombone is a symbol of the lasting influence of the Torres family and the
class-based hierarchy which supported their position.
Studies of autobiographical memory have shown that, because of the in-
tensely personal nature of our memories, we are unlikely to accept that our
recollections may be false or distorted, and even if hard evidence for this is
produced we are unlikely to be able to reconcile this with our own feelings
that the memory must be true. Similarly, we are unwilling to question other
people’s memories if we are convinced that the person is of ‘good character’.
This willingness to believe in the fundamental accuracy of vivid memories has
major implications for the treatment of eyewitness testimony during legal pro-
ceedings. The ‘classic’ exploration of the veracity of eyewitness testimony was
carried out by Ulric Neisser and concerns one of the witnesses in theWatergate
trial, John Dean, who gave detailed but flawed accounts of conversations he had
had with individuals who were later implicated in the a·air. Neisser especially
notes that there was a tendency for Dean to remember conversations in such
a way that his own role within them was enhanced, therefore making himself
more central to the case. However, Neisser also found that despite his lack of
accuracy when recalling details, Dean’s testimony was fundamentally correct
at a broader level. He was not accusing others falsely, he was simply advancing
misremembered reasons for their guilt.
This of course accords with the general premiss we have already established
regarding autobiographical memory: that truth is found not at the level of ac-
curate recollection of facts and detail, but in the much more complex realm of
broad factual outlines and personal interpretations of the meaning of events.
However, the problem remains that in a situation where a particular detail might
prove crucial, it is very hard to know whether the detail has been remembered
accurately, even when the rememberer him/herself is totally convinced of this.
In criminal trials, the issue is further complicated by the possibility that care-
less questioning at an earlier stage in the process might have introduced false
 See Elizabeth F. Loftus, Eyewitness Testimony (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1979).
 Ulrich Neisser, ‘John Dean’s Memory: A Case Study’, Cognition, 9 (1981), 1–22.
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memories,upsilonasperacute or that subsequent press reports may have fixed a particular ver-
sion of events in the witness’s mind (John Dean, for example, is said to have
read newspaper reports in order to help himself reconstruct events before the
trial). Even in everyday settings, it is possible for distortions to creep into our
memories in similar ways. Just as importantly, the telling and retelling of an
individual’s version of events can in itself introduce distortions (Conway, Au-
tobiographical Memory, pp. 67–70). The more times we ‘rehearse’ or recount
our memories, the more likely it is that distortions will be introduced. With
each ‘telling’—either to ourselves or to others—our accounts change slightly,
so that over a number of ‘tellings’ major variations can occur.
In Cam‹§ de sirga Arquimedes Quintana’s tales of his wartime exploits il-
lustrate precisely these processes of distortion introduced by rehearsal, exag-
geration, and age-related memory loss. His memories are imperfect and re-
veal modifications which seem to stem from deep emotional and status needs.
The story concerns his actions at the battle of Tetuan, during which he was
attacked by a Moor, lost an ear, and su·ered the unnerving experience of re-
gaining consciousness on a stretcher only to find the severed head of General
Camps—complete with cigar—resting on his legs. As a result of participating
in the victory he finds himself ‘gaireb‹e un heroi’ (CS, p. 40), and this leads the
townspeople to listen admiringly to his repeated tellings of the events for many
decades after they happened. Several interesting perspectives on Arquimedes’
memories are explored by Moncada. First of all, Arquimedes censors the story
when speaking to Camps’s widow: she would not be pleased to learn that the
body had never been found, and so her husband’s head (still clasping its cigar)
had been buried with the decapitated body of a cabilenc dressed in the general’s
uniform. Secondly, as Arquimedes gets older, the story changes and errors or
inconsistencies are introduced which are recognized as false by the listeners,
either because they are not consistent with previous versions, or because they
concern verifiable facts such as the generals’ names. In this way, ‘El relat de
la batalla de Tetuan feia pal›es l’afebliment progressiu del seu cervell’ (CS,
p. 138). One of the ways in which he mistells the story involves his promotion
to captain, which accords with the idea that we will often remember ourselves
as more central to a story than we really were. The mistellings also raise the
question of the veracity of the original story, since the listeners had no way of
verifying Arquimedes’ version of events at that point—they can only note how
it has changed over time.
Finally, the progress of the story over the years illustrates the process by
which it became a part of the collective history of Mequinensa. Old Nelson
had heard the story so many times before Arquimedes died that he ended up
appropriating the memories and reliving them almost as if they were his own.
The first time the reader comes across the story it is narrated as amemory being
experienced by Nelson while in the local bar (the bartender has just mentioned
Arquimedes’ name). The clarity of the recollection fools us into thinking that
Nelson himself must have fought this battle:
Davant els ulls amarats d’enyorament del Nelson, va entaular-se la batalla: retrunyien
upsilonasperacute Baddeley,HumanMemory, pp. 181–82, 209–10; Loftus, Eyewitness Testimony, pp. 52–87.
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canons, espetegaven fusells i espingardes, xiulaven bales, brillaven sabres, baionetes i
gumies. Entre les cadires, les taules i les columnes de ferro colat del Caf›e del Moll,
es succe•§en galopades boges, c›arregues terror‹§fiques, topades mortals, crits de vict›oria,
gemecs d’agonia. Eixit v‹es a saber d’on, potser de les altes prestatgeries de les ampolles
de licor ennoblides per les teranyines, unmoro furi‹os amb la xilaba tacada de sang fresca
va c‹orrer cap al Nelson per damunt del taulell. El vell lla •uter el vei‹e acostar-se-li, fer
una ganyota espantosa i aixecar la gumia que empunyava . . . Alg ‹u va obrir la porta del
caf›e: el marroqu‹§, colpit pel bat del sol, va desfer-se i s’esparg‹§ com polseguera. L’olor
acre de la p‹olvora cremada torn›a a ser aroma de caf›e, les bombes dels canons quedaren
redu•§des a les pilotes de futbol dels partits del diumenge i el llum de la taula del billar
es resign›a de nou al paper de sempre despr‹es d’haver il.luminat una estona el camp de
batalla de Tetuan, a les terres del Marroc, l’any 1860. (CS, pp. 35–6)
This passage is a good example of a technique used frequently by Moncada: a
chance remark, event, sound or sight sends a character o· (in the manner of
Proust’s famous madeleine) into a vivid reminiscence of the past—so vivid in
fact that both the reader and the character are transported back into another
time. However, in this case the memories are not of something the rememberer
experienced first hand: Nelson was not even born at the time these events took
place. He seems to have appropriated the memory as his own out of respect
for the late Arquimedes, who taught him everything he knows about boats.
Over the course of their association Nelson must have heard Arquimedes tell
this story a thousand times, which implies that it is Nelson who is in the best
position to spot the inaccuracies in Arquimedes’ later renditions. Ironically, this
leads to a point where Nelson’s version of events might be perceived as more
accurate (in the sense of being truer to the original story) than was the ageing
Arquimedes’. Who is to say, though, that Nelson has not in fact reinterpreted
the story in his own way and in accordance with his own personal conception
of both the historical event and Arquimedes’ individual role in it?
This particular instance of one man’s memories becoming part of another
man’s consciousness is an especially potent example. However, most of the
community of Mequinensa would have heard the story of the battle of Tetuan
at one time or another, and therefore both Arquimedes and his version of the
battle have passed into the collective memory of the town, where, as public
property, the details of the story will no doubt be changed through multiple
retellings. The essence of the story, however, necessarily remains unchanged:
Arquimedes did fight at Tetuan, did lose an ear as a result of an attack by a
Moor, and was witness to the death of General Camps.
At this point, it is of course necessary to specify what we mean by the term
‘collective memory’. Juan Mars‹e, whose literary explorations of memory are an
interesting point of comparison with those of Moncada, has defined collective
memory as ‘la voz que no pertenece a nadie y es de todos’.
 This is a useful
starting point as far as our explorations ofMoncada’s work are concerned, since
it stresses that the individual’s role in (and version of) the original remembered
event eventually becomes subordinate to group perceptions of the meaning of
the event for the collective. Even more pertinent, however, is this observation
by Maurice Halbwachs: ‘The collective memory is a record of resemblances

 Montserrat Roig, ‘Juan Mars‹e o la memoria enterrada’, in Los hechiceros de la palabra
(Barcelona: Mart‹§nez Roca, 1975), pp. 84–91 (p. 89).
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and, naturally, is convinced that the group remains the same because it focuses
attention on the group, whereas what has changed are the group’s relations or
contacts with other groups.’ It is this issue of ‘resemblances’ and intergroup
relations which I intend to explore in relation to Estremida mem›oria.
Before looking at the e·ect of the specific events of 1877 on the community
of Mequinensa, it seems obvious that we need to establish just how the com-
munity has constituted itself as a group and consider the resemblances around
which it seeks to build its identity. In fact, these resemblances are fairly plain
and easy to establish if we look at the totality of Moncada’s fictional work set
inMequinensa. The picture we get of the collective over the past two centuries
revolves around the following simple premisses: the people of Mequinensa
are generally resistant to authoritarianism in whatever form that might take
(Francoism, Catholicism, the Gu›ardia Civil, etc.), and are unusually receptive
to progressive social and political ideologies; their lives, activities, and profes-
sional identities are inexorably shaped by the river and the mining trade which
give the town its economic viability (and may also account for some of its social
progressiveness); but despite this they also organize themselves into smaller
groups largely based on social status (as categorized by political belief, wealth,
ancestry, or even the establishment in which they choose to pass their leisure
time). However, the most startling resemblance between members of the com-
munity is precisely the strength of their feeling of belonging to the community
and the lengths to which they will go—consciously or unconsciously—to pro-
tect and enhance it.
It is on the basis of these resemblances that the community of Mequinensa
is able to constitute itself as the dominant ingroup for its inhabitants. This
explains why, at times when the community is threatened, the ‘Mequinensa
ingroup’ takes precedence over all other groupings, leading to a good deal
of unanimity when it comes to tackling threatening outgroups. Of course, it
is a characteristic of communities that they do become more cohesive when
threatened from the outside, and many of Mequinensa’s collective memories
do indeed concern either the heroic overcoming of outgroup threats (even when
this heroism has been exaggerated), or the eventual defeat of the community
by a force which is categorized as unstoppable and inhuman (e.g. the coming of
the Franco dictatorship or the destruction of the town by bulldozers).
According to Halbwachs, groups maintain their identity by gathering into
the collective memory those aspects of their experiences which enhance the
coherence of the group (Ross, Remembering, pp. 152–53). This process is fa-
cilitated when fixed spatial co-ordinates can be established, since they provide
stability and focus. (Obviously, a small town such asMequinensa would provide
a very satisfactory spatial reference for its inhabitants.) As Hogg and Abrams
have shown in their introduction to a branch of social psychology called So-
cial Identity Theory, this kind of simplification, and especially the creation of
strong psychological borders between groups, is necessary to allow us to cate-
gorize both the groups to which we belong and those to which we do not, since
‘categorization is the process by which people order, and render predictable,
 Maurice Halbwachs,The Collective Memory (1950) (New York: Harper @ Row, 1980), p. 86,
quoted in Ross, Remembering, p. 152.
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information about the world in which they live’. Furthermore, if something
occurs which represents an insurmountable challenge to the group identity and
its assumed resemblances or categories, the only solution is for a ‘new’ group
to be born, with a di·erent set of collective memories. From this basis, we can
begin to see why the events of 1877 threatened the Mequinensans’ perceptions
of themselves as a group, and why they reacted to the crime by summarily
expelling the criminals from the collective. The wrongdoers’ actions face the
people of Mequinensa with a challenge to their group identity which appears
to be serious enough to endanger the existence of the established group, and
their actions in diverting this threat most certainly involve putting the needs of
the community before those of the individuals concerned.
In this regard, the most important feature of the narration of the arrest and
trial of the four men is the process by which their guilt, and therefore the justice
of their execution, becomes established ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ by both the
court and the people of Mequinensa. At first, all four refuse to confess to the
crime: ‘al contrari, negaven amb tossuderia els c›arrecs’ (EM, p. 185). Later,
however, they all plead guilty. Despite some initial doubts, articulated through
Arist›otil de Torres (EM, pp. 184–6), the basic question of their participation
in the robbery is soon resolved and two more complex issues become central:
were some of the participants forced to take part under threat? and was the
sentence of death fair in all four cases or merely a convenient way of ending
the matter quickly and exacting revenge? It is these two questions which lead
Agust‹§ Montol‹§, the scribe, to try to intervene in the process. The four have
been summarily tried and sentenced to death, but there is evidence that Feliu
Noguera and Sim‹o Juneda had been forced to participate under duress, and that
Feliu had refused to act at the crucial moment and had therefore not committed
any acts of violence during the robbery. These complexities are ignored by both
the court and themajority of the people ofMequinensa: even the priest does not
wish to hear about the possibility of a miscarriage of justice (EM, pp. 279–81).
Themotive of the court—amilitary tribunal composed mainly ofmembers of
theGu›ardia Civil (EM, p. 277)—is explicitly stated byMontol‹§ to have been one
of revenge for the death of two of ‘their own’. This is a convincing explanation
for the summary nature of the trial and the desire for a swift execution carried
out in the guilty parties’ home town.More interesting to the reader is themotive
of the people of Mequinensa for turning so viciously against members of their
own community, and to such an extent that even extenuating circumstances are
given no hearing. In order fully to understand their actions, we need to look at
the implications of the crime for the Mequinensa ingroup. That a brutal crime
could have been committed by fellow Mequinensans (whom everyone knew
personally, of course), must constitute a severe blow to the self-esteem of the
townspeople. Moreover, they have killed a fellowMequinensan, Artur, a crime
with overtones of fratricide in such a close community. The vast majority of the
people of Mequinensa therefore instantly take a stance against the bandits: the
four men are psychologically expelled from the ingroup, and the community
closes ranks so tightly that nothing is allowed to contradict the justice of the
 Michael A. Hogg and Dominic Abrams, Social Identifications: A Social Psychology of Inter-
group Relations and Group Processes (London: Routledge, 1988; repr. 1996), p. 209.
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expulsion, not even the possibility of mitigating circumstances in the cases of
Feliu and Sim‹o. After the mental expulsion of the men from the community,
it is also convenient to support their swift execution, thus removing them
physically from the collective body. It is for this reason that few people want
to hear arguments against the executions. Allowing for degrees of guilt would
only complicate the transmission of the basic message that the four men should
not really be considered a part of Mequinensa.
The ferryman Garrigues exemplifies this attitude very concisely when row-
ing Montol‹§ across the river as he arrives in Mequinensa before the executions.
Conscious that the outsider would be aware of the scandal and possibly thinking
badly of the people of Mequinensa, Garrigues insists that ‘Mequinensa no en
t‹e la culpa, que no se li pot carregar el que va ser obra de quatre bojos. Qu›e
hi fotrem! Com sempre, pagar›a just per pecador . . .’ (EM, p. 70). It is inter-
esting that he chooses the term ‘Mequinensa’ rather than ‘the Mequinensans’,
emphasizing the collective rather than the individuals who form it. The four
bandits are dismissed as madmen; there is an implied comparison of quantity
(‘only’ four of them out of a whole community); and the evident impossibility
of controlling the actions of ‘bojos’ provides an exoneration from collective
responsibility. Garrigues’ last comment, however, is ironic when we know the
full story. Garrigues means that Mequinensa will su·er unjustly because of the
actions of a few, but the phrase can also be reinterpreted in the light of subse-
quent information as being prophetic in a way the speaker had not intended:
the innocent Feliu will indeed pay dearly for the crimes of his tormentors.
The criminals having been expelled from the Mequinensa ingroup, a collec-
tive story of the events must be recorded and rehearsed in a way that minimizes
further damage to the ingroup, either immediately or in the future. According
to Social Identity Theory, it is generally in the individual’s interest to partici-
pate in this kind of task because a large measure of our self-esteem is derived
from social comparisons between the groups to which we belong and those
to which we do not (Hogg and Abrams, Social Identifications, p. 209). Each
individual within the group is therefore compelled to maintain, and preferably
enhance, the status of the ingroup in order to raise his/her own self-esteem; this
then constitutes a common goal and is translated into group action. The role
of collective memory in this process is evidently fundamental since it provides
the main means by which groups can define their identity (and that of any
relevant outgroups). Thus, in order to construct a group vision of the things
which give the ingroup its distinctiveness, and to be able to denote the ways
in which outgroups di·er, the ingroup must have access to the kind of ‘record
of resemblances’ described by Halbwachs. Not only this, but it must inevitably
have to rehearse the memories of past events so that they continue to provide
a sense of stability, continuity, and identity (Ross, Remembering, p. 158). How-
ever, it is not just the past which must be safeguarded from oblivion, but also
the future: the group must be continually creating a record of ongoing events
in such a form that it is both available and acceptable to future members.
In this case, the people of Mequinensa must act to create a version of events
which can safely be transmitted to future generations without calling into ques-
tion the fundamental integrity of the townspeople. During this process (in ac-
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cordance with the principle of simplification) it is tacitly agreed that certain
aspects of the a·air should be denoted as unquestionable; however, other as-
pects are seen as mere detail and, at the time of the events or even years later,
may be the cause of disagreement without endangering the community. There
are numerous speculations about the minutiae of the case, allowing people the
freedom to develop their own pet theories regarding such questions as who was
the leader of the group, where was the undiscovered money hidden, and what
precisely had happened when Gen‹§s de Borb‹o was killed on the journey back
to Mequinensa (EM, pp. 235–36).
This last issue is given an interesting twist by Arnau de Roda, who reports
that, although three theories were in general circulation at the time, only two
of these made it into the collective memory. The ‘o¶cial’ explanation o·ered
by the mayor was that, on revisiting the spot where the crime had occurred,
Gen‹§s had been unable to cope with the memory of events and his own guilt
and had fled in terror, whereupon the guards had legitimately shot him to
prevent his escape. The other two theories revolve around the significance
of Gen‹§s’s surname: either he had been shot early in order to prevent the
disgrace of a Borb‹o facing public execution, or because the Gu›ardia Civil
(worried that—for the same reason—he might escape justice entirely) had taken
matters into their own hands. The mayor’s more prosaic explanation is the
one which is forgotten; the townspeople prefer to believe that this mysterious
surname and its implications of royal connections provide the answer. This
second explanation is more attractive for the ingroup because the presence
of a Borb‹o in the town—even a disgraced one—ennobles the townspeople by
association. Interestingly, Arnau claims to have had a brief conversation with
someone who could have clarified the matter, presumably because one of his
ancestors was present when Gen‹§s was shot and could therefore give an accurate
account. However, he chooses not to speak when the matter is being discussed,
because ‘no em vull comprometre’ (EM, p. 236). Although the reader cannot
be sure, the implication is that the mayor’s explanation was in fact the correct
one, but that even more than a century later it would be dangerous to confirm
this because it goes against popular myth and would contradict those collective
feelings of superiority by association.
This implies that, however free people are to speculate initially, once a version
of an event has been generally accepted it is impossible to question it. Presum-
ably, the speed with which a version is accepted depends on the strength of the
positive e·ects it is seen to produce. This does not exclude the possibility that
more than one version might be approved, since there may be di·erent ways
of constructing stories which enhance the status of the ingroup—or at least aid
damage limitation. Even in the initial phase of speculation and disagreement,
the cohesion of the group may not actually be under threat: Reicher and Hop-
kins suggest that ‘the process of consensualization and the state of dissensus are
entirely compatible—more than that, they are interdependent [. . .]: we only
bother arguing because we expect to agree’. However, the mayor’s story of
Gen‹§s’s death does not have any positive e·ects for the community, and so it is
 Stephen Reicher and Nick Hopkins, Self and Nation: Categorization, Contestation and Mo-
bilization (London: Sage, 2001), p. 102.
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discarded. Furthermore, attempting to revive unacceptable versions of events,
even if they are truthful, threatens the community because it alters the narrative
which provides Mequinensa with its stability of identity, the certainty that the
group has always been the same (Ross,Remembering, pp. 152–53). This is made
explicit in the text, once again by Arnau de Roda, this time with reference to
the events of 27 August 1877, when the arrests were made. The telegrafista
Sebasti›a Canyes was best placed to observe the sequence of events, but at the
time he revealed nothing because his professional code of ethics compelled him
to keep the facts confidential. The only person he told was his best friend, who
just happened to be Ulisses de Roda. Arnau writes:
quan l’amic va morir trenta anys m‹es tard [. . .], la seva versi‹o ja no interessava a ning ‹u.
No encaixava amb l’evoluci‹o que els esdeveniments del 1877 havien experimentat a la
mem›oria col.lectiva; era una m‹es de les peces que el temps havia deixat de banda en
acoblar i soldar el trencaclosques, una operaci‹o que l’avi va presenciar amb estupefacci‹o
i en la qual, amb comptad‹§ssimes excepcions, van participar la majoria dels vilatans,
d’una manera m‹es o menys conscient. (EM, p. 164)
This of course goes some way to explaining why the people of Mequinensa are
upset at the idea of Jes‹us, Arnau, and Palmira using Montol‹§’s written records
and Ulisses’ inside knowledge (passed down to Arnau) to reconstruct a more
accurate version of events. However, two fundamental questions remain: how
can we account for the strength of feeling which remains in the community after
more than a century? and what explains themotivations of the ‘comptad‹§ssimes
excepcions’, the people who refuse to participate in the construction of a more
acceptable collective version of events?
When it becomes public knowledge that Jes‹us is to write about the events
of 1877, and Arnau is to help him, Arnau and Palmira find themselves sub-
ject to abusive gra¶ti and malicious phone calls. None of the perpetrators is
ever identified, but one would presume that they are direct descendants of the
people involved in the a·air (this is confirmed in one particular case: see EM,
pp. 210–11). If the collective memory has concocted an acceptable version of
the story, then this will favour the descendants of everyone involved except
the four criminals. Thus the ingroup is protected and blame rests with the
expelled members and their unfortunate o·spring. This is viewed as the best
way of lessening the e·ect of the ‘taca segurament indeleble [. . .] que embru-
tar›a per sempre el nom de la nostra vila’ (EM, p. 205). However, it is made
clear that many others who had peripheral roles in the a·air had something
to hide, something which would bring shame on their descendants if it were
to become known. Many of these secrets are revealed in Jes‹us’s account and
Arnau’s commentary: white lies, deceit, debt and usury, violence and coer-
cion, self-protection at the expense of others, etc. The ‘truth’ (if we suppose
it to be such) damages many individuals and brings back the shame of the
original events on the collective, something which the agreement of a com-
mon watered-down version was meant to avoid. Arnau, as an ingroup member
himself, is thus regarded as a traitor against the collective identity, hence the
strength of feeling at his involvement. Jes‹us is one stage removed: once an
inhabitant of Mequinensa himself, he is now physically distant from the com-
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munity but still occupies an uncomfortably fuzzy space between ingroup and
outgroup.
Jes‹us, Arnau, Ulisses, Guillem de Segarra, and Agust‹§ Montol‹§ are the major
exceptions to the general rule that the people of Mequinensa should close
ranks and protect their own collective interests. It is easy for the people to
dismiss Montol‹§: he is an outsider, from Casp, and therefore not a part of the
Mequinensa ingroup in any respect. Casp is viewed by the Mequinensans as
a distant administrative centre with which they have no real connection (no
doubt this is an example of exaggerated outgroup stereotyping). All this makes
Montol‹§’s intervention illegitimate in their eyes and easy to dismiss, as we
see from the reaction of the townspeople when he tries to raise doubts about
the justice of the trial and sentences. It is interesting that a small number of
people are prepared to listen to him: Ulisses de Roda is among those who are
punished for this by being forced to dig the graves of the men about to be
executed. It can be assumed that some of them are related to the criminals,
which would explain their motivation (we are told, for example, that one of
them is Jacint, Valent‹§’s brother-in-law). As for Ulisses, a sarcastic comment
by Celest‹§ Morgades as he observes him digging gives us a small clue as to
why he was inclined to participate: ‘Aquest Ulisses de Roda, miri’l, quina fila!,
sempre ficat entre llibres’ (EM, p. 306). Montol‹§ the scribe depends for his
living on the accuracy of the written word. Ulises, Arnau, and Jes‹us have a
wider interest in learning and literature, and Guillem de Segarra is described
at one point as ‘un pou de ci›encia’, and even helps Am›alia to learn to read and
write (EM, pp. 67, 84). The implication is that people who deal critically with
the written word are more likely to question and challenge the processes by
which a collective oral history of events is constructed.
The fact that so few members of the community do o·er this kind of chal-
lenge means that, despite some significant variations, the versions of events
which pass into the collective memory are consistent in that they follow the
pattern of protecting the community by any possible means. In the years im-
mediately following 1877, this process is aided by the way in which individual
memory functions, as people become less able to distinguish between the things
they remember from first-hand experience, the things they were told second-
hand, and the stories which have been propagated through the workings of the
collective memory. We can also assume that if people who have a strong sense
of belonging to a group rehearse their own memories in front of others, they
will tend to do so in such a way that the version in the collective memory is not
unduly threatened, perhaps by suppressing unwelcome revelations or changing
the emphasis of a story. Once the original witnesses are dead, the versions in
the collective memory become ‘la voz que no pertenece a nadie y es de todos’
(see above), while individual inherited versions, such as Arnau’s from Ulisses,
are largely kept private.
We have established, then, that the collective memory of the people of
Mequinensa functions as a tool for maintaining and enhancing the prestige
of the ingroup, and that most of the town’s inhabitants participate in this
 See EM, pp. 347–48, for examples of such tactics, and Reicher andHopkins, Self and Nation,
pp. 138–45, for ‘real-life’ examples of this kind of manipulation of history.
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process in some way. Individual memory becomes subordinate to the collec-
tive memory because individuals are allowed to rearticulate openly only those
memories which can be held within the structures and boundaries set by the
community (otherwise those individuals are in danger of being labelled ‘out-
groupers’). In other words, the community is engaging in horizontal integration
propaganda. The term integration propaganda is defined by Jacques Ellul as
‘self-reproducing propaganda that seeks to obtain stable behaviour in terms of
the permanent social setting’. That is to say, it is a type of propaganda which
is designed to limit change and to maintain dominant hierarchies. In this case,
it is horizontal because it develops from within the group rather than being
imposed by a leader or dominant sector of society. It is also sociological rather
than political: sociological propaganda ‘results when an individual has accepted
or assimilated the dominant economic and political ideologies of his society and
uses them as a basis for making what he regards as spontaneous choices and
value judgements’ (Foulkes, Literature and Propaganda, p. 11).
All of these aspects can be seen in the collective actions of the townspeople of
Mequinensa, and it appears that Moncada explicitly hands the reader the tools
to perceive and question such behaviour. However, this raises an interesting
question regarding tensions between conservatism and social progress inMon-
cada’s work. According toGeorge Szanto, ‘successful integration propaganda is
the key to the anti-revolutionary state’.upsilonaspertilde If the construction of the community
via collective memory is essentially a conservative process (asHalbwachs, Social
Identity Theory, and definitions of integration propaganda suggest), how is it
possible that Mequinensa can simultaneously be portrayed as socially progres-
sive in, for example, adopting Republican ideologies and rejecting various forms
of authoritarianism? The answer appears to lie in the unusual cohesive strength
of the Mequinensa ingroup: the conservative processes underpinned by the
collective memory prevent revolution within the ingroup itself, while at the
same time allowing collective behaviours which di·erentiate Mequinensa from
relevant outgroups by permitting it to adopt a more radical stance than they
do. Thus the humane, liberal, progressive, and unified version of Mequinensa
held in the collective memory as the result of a process of selective remem-
bering (and calculated forgetting) can be contrasted with the coldness of the
administrative capital, Casp, the impersonality of Barcelona, the inhumanity of
faceless Francoists ‘out there’ in the wider Spain, the political division evident
in surrounding towns during the Republic and Civil War, the authoritarianism
of the Church, and the backwardness of less industrialized neighbours.
Moncada’s perceptiveness regarding the role of the collective memory in
forming strong communities allows the reader to witness processes which
are present to some degree in all groups, but would normally remain hid-
den. Whether in the extended treatment of one central incident, as we see in
Estremida mem›oria, or the more episodic narrative of Cam‹§ de sirga, both indi-
 Jacques Ellul, Propaganda: The Formation of Men’s Attitudes, trans. by Konrad Kellen and
Jean Lerner (New York: Vintage Books, 1973), p. 72, quoted in A. Peter Foulkes, Literature and
Propaganda (London: Methuen, 1983), p. 11.
upsilonaspertilde George H. Szanto,Theater and Propaganda (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1978), p. 24.
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vidual and collective memory are explored and their relationship is laid bare.
It is up to the reader, of course, to decide whether to view the novels from this
angle or simply to enjoy the resulting stories; the texts work on both levels. The
reader might also wish to consider to what extent Moncada’s work represents
a simple expression of nostalgic conservatism, to what extent it challenges us
to recognize and question the kind of integration propaganda which capitalist
societies employ, and to what extent we are being invited to accept that strong,
forward-looking communities can be created only by using such means, how-
ever unfashionable this may appear.
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